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„Craft Will Hit
Moon On Sunday
WYATT EARP!

Cook's Store At
Hazel Is Entered

I
(PLOP

15 DAYS

FRANICFOFtT. Ky Tat — Gov
Edwarvi T Breathitt appointed Friday former V S Rep Joe B Bates.
Greenup, and reappointed Joseph
S Freeiand. Paducah, to four-year
teems on the state Workmen's Com-

Vee

*

Campus Lights
embers Step
Activity_

toenail Alis
a
Vithelej boisalia

lams

Fog And Rain Come

Several Cars
Involved In
Wreck Today

pensat sin Board
_
The five-member board adminisSeveral cars were involved in a
ters loos relating to compensation
only a mere 10 miles." sakl Dr. benefits and hears claims from "chain" accident this morning at
By ,DOUGLAS DILTZ
William Pickering, director of Cal- workers who aresinjured or disabled 8•45 just south of Wiggins FurniUnited Preto International
ture Company on the Benton Road.
aSADOOA, Calif. rptat — The • tech's Jet Propulaion Laboratory- on the job.
Deputy Sheriff Joe Green said
who headed the pioneer team
0 •actaarly successful Ranger-6
Bates. an attorney, represented
goo ecraft today sped toward a which pia America's first satellite the old 0th District in Congress for that the acciderna occurred in the
'right on target'' hit on the moon into orbit almost exactly six years 15 years. He replaces Alvin Trigg, following manner, with all vehicles
Morray.
Sunday that will give the United ago
Lexington. on the compensation approaching
Scientists noted that Ranger-6 board.
elates Lhe lead over Rueolan in
Leach of 206 North
J
Donakl
war. dined "right on target" by
lunar exploration
Freeland, also an attorney, was 10th slowed his 1954 Ford to allow
an expertly mid-course maneuver first appointed to the board by
• The Matory-making Probe av
a truck in front of him to make a
doled to make a -pinpoint" strike that corrected the space-craft's former Gov Bert Combs.
right turn.
On the face of the moon within a cotirseby only a fraction of an inch.
Glen Storks of Akno oroute one
150-mile-wide circle in the Sea of Without the correction, the probe
Trunquility- a land region—at 4'34 would have noszed the moon endriving a 1961 Dodge Lancer owned
Orley.
Suny.
m
by Max Hughes of Murray. came
"if the mermen Is suioressfully
Such accuracy would spell one
over the small hill, bricked to avoid
of the most successful maneuvering completed, we will certainly surparas
an accodent and slid Into the eight
Russia in moon exploration," said
feats of the space age.
rear end of Mr Leach's car
vehicle, If. M Schurreier, Ranger project
The BOO-pound space
At that time James Perry Craas
The store of _Aubrey Cot* of Hazel
which resembles a large mecnanical manager. Arid he said that with was entered last nigat with the of Benton route one came over the
tinker tor. is to take the tarot close- Ranger-6 only hours away from. the thief breaking out the glass of the same hill in a 1963 Chevrolet and
up teleywrion picturee of the lunar moon, the mission appeared a *- front door of the argosy to gain when he saw the accident ahead.
surface to pioneer the way for tool soaped.
slowed his car
admittance.
ti Pictures
'Ira
America's future manned flights to
Jahn William Devine come over
The only item obvious', miming
The bank of six RCA teieviakin was two totes of citrus acoordirug the Mil behind him in a 1963 Merthe moon
canners, aboard Ranger-6. which to Joe Green, Deputy Sheriff. The cury and was unable to stop beblear Perfect Oat
"Our Woo figures indicate it was honored from Cape Kennedy thief had runumged around and fore he truck cram' oar
Will novas the east* target point by Thureckay. will be tniggered from the had moved some things. Green maid,
Mrs. Crams and their daughter
earth and will telemeter them some as Mr Cook did -not know exactly cesziplathad of back and head pain
,440.000 miles back to JPL'e Gold- what was mng this morning
and were taken to the hospital for
stone tracking station in the nearTwenty five centa was left In examination. No other injuries were
by desert. The first of scene 3,000 the reinster last night and the reported
ploeures will be taken about POO cents were still there.
Same damage was incurred in the
MlilliValseve the lunar surface and
MY Cook's store was entered alwo cars which were struck. however it
lb! kat•'ruction of a second be- about two years go.
was not excessive. Green said
.serger-li cradles
that Ruda in
idiumaller not
her sumesinful moon shot -went to

n Sat: & Sian.

Bobby

Two On Workman's
Compensation Board

Movement-In AssemblvNeeds Member To Rally Around

To Aid Of Groundhog

Sea. Barry Goldwater

Goldwater
Lists Self As
the Underdog
Sen
KANSAS CITY, Mo are
Derry Goldwater. R-Ariz . hopeful
of winning midianch' support for
the Republican pregidertlal nomination pictured himself the underdog Friday night and said former
Tice President. Richard M. Minn
was his strongest opponent,
He said Nixon was strong, nor
because of a portable endorsement
from former President Dwireht D
Eisenhower but because he ran
such a chap roce aiding the late
President Kennedy
Speaking at a $100-a-plate Jackson County Republican fund-nsielng
crnrier. r.OkTerafer said the former
vice president was like • fighter
"who named the crown by just a
few mints Of course, he is high
on the list for the norrinathon "
water renewed has attack on
(
the adintnistration and the U S
mle pandgrane He said the marlin had net been tested and "we
cid% Wet them"
arm not alone in thts.- he added.
"The generals of the Strotegic Air
Command and scientists are in
doubt about them"
in a news conference earlier.
Goldwater said he had no intention of acceptour New York Oov
Nekton Rockefeller's challenge to
enter the West Virginia presidential

Tone Of Tobacco
Market Betters
AsSale Proceeds
The Dark Fired tobacco market
has much better tone at this tune"
Holmes Ellis, manager of the Western Dark Fired Tobacco Aszociation
said rais morning
Ellis reported that 377,611 pounds
of tobacco sold in Murray yesterday
for a total of $139903 82 and an
average of $3706 per hundred
pounds The average yesterday was
$37,06.
The atevociation "take" yesterday
dropped to 24 3 per cent which is
the lowest 'per centage going into
the pool Stade the market opened.

Funeral Of Mrs.
Kirkland Is Today

The funeral of Mrs Louena KirkLid, who died on Thursday at 5:00
m at he home of deurhter Mrs.
Tants Camembert of Benton was
held at 11 00 o'clock this morning
in the chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home Officiating were Dr.
H C Chalets and Rev J Frank
Youlaz
Hardy.
Loyd
were
Pallbears
Fleetwood Crown:- Clifton Key.
0a-lLs Boyd. Gingko Barnes. and
Swats-•Ftegeleipleoa
Honourv prdibearer, were George
(they. Dewey Ragsdale. E C.
Chombers. .Matt
Jones. Harris
Sparkman.'Newell Kemp and Milton Workman.
Burial was at West Fort cemeNeil W lowas of Muffle.' route tery
two has been .nvitted to !meek
The May Churchill Putieral Horne
the forthcorrang Bible oonventiati -was in charge
of Jehroadas WI-themes in McKenzie. Tennessee, February 7-9
Lucas was formerly the presiding
minister of a congregation in Alpena Michigan He received his
present aosigtunent here ahortly att---er completing a refresher course of
Laaral RANDOLPH a FHTNCl —
Bible education at one of She
Gaylord T Forrest,
shouts of the Wet/let/met Bible Nosy Clielain
reiaband of the formers Moos Mariand Tract Society in South Lanslng,
no C Mason of The Oaks. Murray.
primary.
New York
Ky., is serving with the staff of
"Rockefeller doesn't influence my
On the second day of the conmoves." Coldwater lad -We pion- vention In McKenzie he will ad- Canter Diviskin 16 aboard the antiwarfare aircraft carrier
ne0 a long tame ago not to enter dress the asieribly delegates with aubrnarine
Randolph operating out of
the primary, and as far as I'm con- the theme "Search For The Sheep- UOS
Norfolk. Va
cerned. It still Oars*"
like Ones." ming as hie text. the
Ftandoiph is currently conducting
On farm lege,la tion Goldwater vmrds of Jesus in John 10- 16 of
operations in eastern
said amecultase Yes suffering be- the Holy Bible He will encourage antisubmarine
Atlantic waters
cause of goverment control
his listeners to continue and exCarrier Division 16 ourrunands
He add there was a certain with- pand their house-to-house minisGroup ALFA, an antiouto
drams' of government control in try and Bible teaching wort. Je- Task
amigo. warfare force charged w‘th
cotton But he added that Miele hovah's \Witnesses are known for
the development and evaluation of
the withdrawal is speeded up "we their evangelistic zeal all over the
antlautonanio warfare Lacuna docwill not be producing cotton In the world. and In their efforts conddlit
trine and equipment
United States within the next five niore than 703,000 free home Bible
sears"
studies with interested pendia
weekly around the earth Mr Lucas hantelf, accompanied by Ma
wife. Carolyn. wends his time day
and night in and arolinti Murray
in this same work of searching out
goodwill persons and helping L.hem
to sagly the Bible and thereby
PAWS Tenn. ggp — Henry do- gain a knowiedire of God and has

This s very heartening Ellis. sold.
The association take ot tobacco. has
steadily declined from a Mash of
39.9 per cent on opening etay to
the 34.3 per cent yesterday.
The declining take by the fussernation is indicative of increased interest and more activity among
buyers, he said.
The season average thus far is
$36.08 per hundred The amount of
tobatro sold locally during this
week amounts to t944.972 pounds
for a total of $740.596 90
The average per cent age going
into the pool for the week is 329
per cent.
In sneaking of the tobacco taken
by the pool. Ellis and that the
steadily declining take was pleasing Since the pale more or lerei
started out under a cloud of doubt.
The recent cancer scare, the large
crop and other factors pointed up
an indecialveneas which only the sale
Itself could clear up.
Opening day sales saw the lamed
amount going to .the pool. 399 per
cent. The next day it dropped to 376
then 26.7 and yesterday to 24 3.
A strung market, would see 'little
going into the - pool,

local market mote Arian the scant
hit the front side of the moon."
In the United States, Elhs said this
He said Ranger-6 wouid be "mod
week. Much of theolocal dark fired
valuable" from the paint of protobacco is toed in Europe in "rollBetween sernesters is a ttme*for
viding scientific Information on Use
your-own" type cigarette tobacco,
relaxation let down. Illd laziness tuner terrain. pareicuairly in the
whereat, local consumption fo dark
- —
for most Murrsy State Collette stir- form of clearly defined pictilree.
fired is in the form of &nett" which
jonsty leader during the 1958 GenBy CAROLE MARTIN
dents. but for the cad of "Campus
was not affected by the scare
If any eral Assembly when a rebel liprisFRANKFORT. Ky tat
Lights" it's a time of frantic actDark Fired Tobacco remains as
effective -rebel movement ' Is to get Mg that lasted two smirking began
hit v. constant rehearsal, and frazprincipal money crop. of octet
do
of
Hausa
the
in
ground
the
off
zled nerves
farmers and the selling price Is of
Arnorw some 45 attentive rep-eRepresentatives during the current
"Campos Lights." an annum/ musMali Interest here Efforts have
legislature, u wilt need aasistance sentattves attending Mornin's
ical produoton at Murray is achemade over he post years to
been
stature—aomepry:reduce
of
member
a
from
weekly
pagilamenlary
dw
beand
Feb
20-22
for
la1duled
farming in order not to
diversity
fatsizeable
a
develop
Majority
can
was
who
Tueliday
one
cams
last
cad
gives
the
tweak
tweeroannesters
rely so heavily on the one crop. This
lovArig
Leader Mitchell Denham, D-Maison
and crew the rehearsal time neceseffort has niet with much succeso
"You'd have to have someone
sary to mount the thew and begin
however it still is considered the top
the members could rally aroun.1."
Renovation of several offices on
to give It the pohah that Is a
crop in Ca:kosay County.
one legislator pointed out
the first floor or the (-aphid atu
Lights ' trademark
— —
Moo reprt,edas es who might mot about $7.500. according to the
This year's allow wall be the 27th
be expected to support such a Finance Deportment The goverproduced by the Murray Music DeAGREE TO DISMISSAL
agree that the only nor's conference room is being parmovenunt
partment Directed by Terry Trenmember of the Home so far who titioned to provide more office space
than, a senior from Covington.
-- AttorHENDFASON. Ky
could •ttreet the tie/emery support and ridges are being made in the
Tenn., the show for the meat part la
neys fur both sides in a Maple over
D-McCracksecMorgan
press
Fred
Rep
Is
governor's
the
of
offices
The
book.
an original production
oxistruction of a new $500.000 courten They admit, though, that than- retary_ and an aide to the state
Cmuch ot the mode, and all the
house here agreed to charneosal of
movement
rebel
being
is
suetained
a
wort
for
the
oar
of
&fast
-84
music
audit
by
are
done
arrangements
the notion Friday The suit had been
now
right
state
the
on
dim
already
are
people
by
music
the
of
clone
students or' "Omni
brousht by some Henderson resiOne young Democrat feels nei- payroM.
department
dent/. in Lionisation to the razing of
resecond-term
other
nor
he
ther
singing
a
orrhestro,
A band an
the old courthouee. The litigation
presentatives being indentined with
A rumor from Washington. which
chorua, anti a clawing chorus are
had mat held back the razing hosethe
could
provide
suscause"
week.
pate
"rebN
this
•
here
year's
The.
reedited
used lit the production
ever, only auttloriZatiOn for new
leadenship to make the venture suc- auesta that Adler Stevenson may
plot Ls booed noehlv on the 'Arabiconstruction. Dena:soil of the suit
the
to
antsurraidor
cessful
8
U
as
is
moved
resign
an Night," o .nes and
clears the way for construction,
for
ideal
as
him
and
strikes
year.
Morgan
this
later
draother
Nations
United
along by flaohbacks and
the leadership spot, but he doubts Sen John Sherman Cooper R-Ky
natic devuos
Goi Nelson Rockefeller
•
ready
is
Kentuckian
western
the
beis a favorite to replace him
• Some parts of the show have
potetion
opa
only
such
the
agurne
provide
to
midst
This
alcome traehtional and are repeated
Morgan has hod previous exper- portunity in years for the Dermeach year The 'Campus Lights
MAwoo
He
"rebeks
with
ience
to
atitis to take hold of a U S Senate
Theme arid Poem" is always need
Ieat fronts Kentucky
Introduce and Close -the show -The
The governor would appoint a reMurray Men," a. mule Dinging group,
placement for Cooper. If he reignare always worked into the plot as
ed. sod it could be expected that.
Is a serious piano solo
the man to finish Uri 0001wel unty authorities began extradition Miriade
Members of the "Murray Men"
Kentucky
Mr and Mrs Lucas have made
term would be a Democrat.
for this year's altos' are Allen Henprooesting, swami
here and
son. Benton, Danny McDaniel Murman Friday whose undoing may many friends since miming
invitation
ray, Ed Heenan, 13revart, Mich :
have been when he cashed 350 an- would like to extend an
—
cif
tique Sher dollars to buy a used to all ao attend the three days
, g roin Onryell. NMItuaith. and Jim
FORT HOOD. Tex a AHTNCi —
— Comm u n1st
NASHUA.-Ist II
•
Bible instruetion All sermons are
car
"Holmes. Madimonville Dorie Bray,
McCation. 23.
D
Glenn
Pet
Army
Cuba Is "a perfect example" of the
collecJodi Henry. 25. of Pripcdon. Ky.. spec to the public and no
Madhornille, will do the serious
son of Mr and Mrs Jamie J. Mc"leadership gap" built throughout
solo
was Charged with burglarlaing a tions wilt be taken at any time
Lynn Grove. Ky,
1,
Route
Callon,
the world during the administration
Tickets for the shoe are $1 50
snorting goo* store here Jan 16
scheduled to complete five weeks
of Preenderit Johnson and the late Is
Sonic WOO in silver coins, valued at
All wale are reserved Mail orders
combat tnurung at
advanced
of
Provident Kennedy Gov Neilson A.
for tickets should be addreated to
about PS each, were taken in the
Fort Hood. Tex • Feb $
Rockefeller chimed F'riday night
Richard Farrell. College fitatiori,
brre,kin.
"Cuba Is • symbol of failure fail. McCallon Is
During the trot
Henry was linked to the cage
Murray, Kentucky
ure to anticipate everts, failure to remising training in infantry and
when Kentucky authorities notified
roily the forces of freedom for joint armor battle' taces
,-,
C''
police and Tennessee Bureau of InHonors at Callow High School
action In the cause of freedom,
Two Explorers from Post 45 of
agents here that the
vestigation
A
Battery
ned to
were released torlivy by Vernon
failure to follow through after the
Hoy
silver dollars had been depotated In Murray are representing the
chisea of tha moment has passed." of Ow 1st Armored Divialon's 19th Shown, Director of the school
Csti
Ky bank by a toed Scouts of the Four Rivers Council
Hopkinson.
a
last
Army
Rockedeller Raid in a speech before Artillery, entered the
The highest honors those stusold Henry a car. at the °inference "Youth Power
basic train- dents who made A's in all subjects Cat dealer who
The final one mocker sale of the the Nashua Chamber of Commerce October and completed
was reported to have re- Today". The conference was set for
Henry
are as follows: ninth grade, Katio
It war part of a brink eight hour ing at net Polk. La
strition will be heed In Murray next
loved to return to Tennessee and the University of 'Kentucky yesterRayburn: eleventh grade, Ilenc
Holmes tour of three communities in souto
l'homillay
according
day and today.
the charge.
face
is a 1959 graduate of Lynn
He
Phis. manager of the Western Dark thern New Hampshire, scene of the Ocoee High Sohool and was em- Clary: twelfth grade. Linda Farley
Those boys from Past 46 are Steve
Kemper
Kibbe
flrat-in -the- nations presidential priand
Fired Tobaoan Association.
Douglas and Benne Humphries
ployed by Geneeal Tire and Rubber
The honor roll vomponed of stuThis Is the last sale for alga mary March 10
Benne Humphries eon of Mr. and
(So, before entering the Army.
*American prestige and Influence
dents who made A or B In all subadvances sill be made
Mrs Maurice Humphrisi of 1111
abmad has suffered sharply In the
jects is as follows:
Sycamore Is a Junior at Murray
, pant three years." he said
Seventh Grade: Ralph Tesseneer.
Hach School Ha Is vice president
"The position of the United States
Vickie Seara, Jay Richey, Claudio
Pod 45, a member of the Murray
of
has serimaily deterioroted in the
Matthai, Cathy Luther, Linda WalSchool Band and a member
High
ChairOtte
Robertaon,
Merle
E
four corners of Use globe. In cubs.
ston. Carolyn Hendon. Dixie Faro.,
Lae
Savings Bonds of the Debate Club He is a
S
U
the
of
man
Steve Arent
the people are being brutally dehaving been in Scouting for 6
Scout
antoday
Kentucky,
in
antrum
Eighth Orade• Martivi Kemp.
(('ontinued on Page 3)
' felted Ong Ittbirmatiowal
nounced the appointment of Les- Years.
Demos Rogers. Kim Sem tb
Steve Dotted/Ls son of Mr. and Mrs
K,Illucky lake: 7 a. in 354.0
postmaster as chairmon
Ninth tirade Marc Heves James ter Nanny,
!Cower will be held
heel-sent/1cl
A
Douglae of 217 Woodisom l.
Earl
Savings
county
Galloway
up 0.1: lattice dam 3091 up 0.2,
the
TROOP TO MEET
of
Andrea
• Atiii
at the Independence Methodist Gantt. Reberce Hendon
Secretary of—Post 45. He is a Life
12 oates open.
Committee
Bonds
Church on Wednesday. February 5, Kemper, Kenny Lynn
)HISTORY'S FIRST successful open heart surgery was performed
capacity. Scout and hold.s the Clod and Coon
Barkley Dam 3006. up OB.
appointed
newly
hie
t
In
CIRV11
Diana
Paul
Grade
Tenth
eleven years ago en Miss Cecelia Havolek of Philadelphia, showni
He is a
Berger Girl Smut Troop 15 will at 7 p m for Mr and Mrs.
Sunrise 7:00; sunset 5:22..
Natiny will assist in the promo- try Award in scouting.
reeeiving her crown as 1963 Heart Fund Queen from Debbie and,
home Beverly Harrell
Murray High Band
the
meet at the cabin in the City Park. Burkeen and family whose
of
member
an
In
Bonds
Savings
S
U
of
tion
;Donna Horst, identical twins who underwent heart identical °per:
Eleventh Grade: Judy Crouse
was destroyed by fire on Tuesday
of the Debate Club
member
a
and.
these
of
Western Kentucky — Gradual Tueaday, February 4, at 5:00 p. m.
sale
the
Increase
on the identical day. She'll be tontine 1,750.000 volunteers,
to
shoes
Wart
Twelfth Grade: Helen Crutrher.
',
morning.
He was chosen RA Explorer of the visiting neighbors in observance of Heart Sunday. February 23,
clearing and mad today. High 52 This troop is for all high school age
INcket. bonds in his county
Melody
all
lost
Culpepper.
household
farragy
Jetta
The
of
the month
0441 ef_the 1964 Heart Fund campaigor
to 56 Fair and colder tonight. Low girls Scouts oral brig • sandwich
The county's pal for this year Month of Poet 4.5 for
Nom
in furringer and oldthing In the Vector Perry, Ed Ihrenas,
July last year.
10 no 32 Sunday mostly sunny and and the meeting will be over
Is $315,090
attend
to
Winter.
invited
is
one
Ste.
rvery
time for all bell ganies
mild.

Cuba Failure
Rockefeller
Says Today

Neil Lucas Will
Speak At Meeting

a

-aptain Forrest

Serving On Carrier

Princeton Man Is
Charged As Silver
Dollars Are Spent

Glenn D. McCallon
Completes Training

'64 Heart Queen is a'
Heart Surgery 'First

At Texas Base

College High
Honor Roll
Named Today

ounty, for
!dug make
in business
1
.

by United Press International
Rain clouds and a shroud of fog
blanketed the East while rain fell
on the Curohnas. Pennsylvania and
Micharan in timid wintery weather
today.
Light nun reached westward Into
the Ohio and Tennessee %alleys.
Snow slicked -the roads of Eastern
Pennsylvania.. New York and Near
England where hazer-does driving
warnings sore pasted
Inclement weather also covered
the Par Northwest where light rain
dampened t h e Northern Pacific
Coast from Washington to Northern California
The Weather Bureau reported
high temperatures and clear skies
from the Far Southwest eastward
into the Rocky Mountain plain
states.
At Punxsutawney. Pa., members
of the groundhog club prepared for
their annual winter visit with Mr.
Groundhog, proclaimed by some to
be an expert weather forecaster.
As legend has it, If the famed
woodchuck costa a shadow Sunday
as he emerges from his underground
den, the nation Is in for six weeks
harsh weather
The Weather Bureau said February uarnperatures will be colder than
usual, in contrast to January stitch
bowed out as (Me of the nuldesteon
record
February temperatures were expected-'to be colder In the East:The
western Gulf states. the California
valleys and t he Northern Great
Basin a •
New Eng lanai aid the Western
Great Dike, regions should have
near normal temperatures in the
30-day outkok the Weather Bureau
said

Explorers Represent
Post At Conference

Finis) One-Sucker
xt Thursday

, look
chat. Any-

Lester Nanny Named
Calloway Savings

new plclit On the

9

•
Et

Weather
Report

Shower Planned For
Family Whose Home
Destroyed By Fire

Bonds Chairman
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•
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PAGE TWO

THE LEDGER & TIMES Sit Weeks

PUBLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY...inc.and The
Colooliclauon of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times,
January
Tula oliera:d, October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian,
1, 1942
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER

Honor Roll At
MHS Is Given

We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
Inor Public Valet Items which, in our opinion, are not for the best
tereat of our readers.
The-honer-hi for (he ,third
NATIONAL REPRESF-NTATIVES: WALLACE WrTIKER CO., 1509 weeks' period at Murray High
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.; &heel hoe been realised by Prin7
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
aipal Eh Alexander
on as
'Moo' on this rall are as follows:
Entered at the Poet Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmissi
Second Class Matter.
Seniors: Stanley Jewell. S 75:
Greg Parrish. 3 0; Patty Pao. 2.75:
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week -20e,- per
else- Eitty Ray. 260. Johnny Rose, 2.50
inonth 85r. In Callow-ay and adjoining counties, per year, $4.50;
Juniors, Nancy COwin. 2.80: Phywhere, $8.00.
llis Flynn. 2 80: Beverly Goode. 30:
-Tim Outstanding Civic Moot et a Community is the
Benne liumplareys, 30: Trudy Lally.
Integrity of its Newspaper2.60, Ronnie Ragsdale. 2.50: Peggy
Roberston. 30. Jane Saxon. 2.80,
SATURDAY - FEBRUARY 1. 1964
Mary Youngerrnan. 30
Sophornoree, Barbara Brown..2 80:
Oarol Champion. 30. Shirley Cochran, 260:- Caroly-n Cowin. 3.60:
%Wilton David Fatta, 2 80. Judy
Hargis, 30. Rita Hurd. 280. ShirBy UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
. McDaniel.
ley Lyons. 30. 5Lchae.
PASADENA — H. M. Sehurmeler, manager of the project
260. Mary Jo Ckikley, 2.60; Mary
shot:
moon
its
on
t
spacecraf
sending the Ranger-6
John D Robertson,
certainly Robbins. 2 80;
. "If the mission is successfully completed, we will
210: Mary K. Ruirell. 2.60; Mas
moon exploration."
surpass RUSSia
Russell. 2.60: Jean toott. 2.60; Lynn

Quotes From The News

&

TIMES

—

7th Grade: Cindy Alexander.
178; Glenda Doran. 256; Guy Battie. 2.60: John Belote. 218: Glende
Doran. 2.56; Kenneth Goode. 3.0:
Chants Heck. 278: Ricki Hodges.
30. Debbie Jones, 278' Bill Pasco.
27%: John Quertennous. 278; Esabelle Ray. 2.78; Kathy Rowlett, 3.0:
Jan Resgen. 2.56. Don Shelton. 278:
Robert Taylor, 30. Jennifer Trotter, 278. Judy Wahl. 256

Setting by Zdinond Notyka
for seating along window wall covered
CFSITTIONS
by VizieOan blinds are stored in space under raised hearth.

rxrx•

PANELS OF floral print fabric that match a wallpaper
blinds.
used elsewhere frame windows hung with Venetian

CONVERS'ATION PIECES'

ed
SAIGON — Maj. Gen. Nguyen -Khanh, who engineer
calling
• !the overthrow of South Viet Nam's Military junta,
a coup
the sc*ure of power an internal purge rather than
d'etat:
all."
"We have not hid one shot fired, or any bloodshed at

Ledger & Times File
MurLt. Glenn Record, brother of Mrs. Hugh Johnson. of
who lost
ray route two. Was one of 35 American service men
their lives in the joy waters off Northern Japan yesterday
when a U.S. Air Force courier plane crashed off Tokyo.
Holmes Ellis and Bobby Grogan were chairmen for the
1954 Red Cross Drive for the city and the county
Mr. and Mrs. Grady Miller were honored with a going
c:To "En-. ITT-ditfir BotrilleCu1stb11 or
.
irirarty at the fion---awtheir
Saturciay evening The Millers are leaving to make
home in KevO.
City Judge C. T. Rushing reported today that four drunks
and three speeders were pitted up over the past weeLenc.

111
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NOWA WITNESS—Iaro. C.

Sy JOAN O'SULLIVAN
E'VER.Y room should have a
"conversation piece. What
can it be"
Anything at all that's different, offbeat and bordering
on the original,
In one house, for example,
It is a raised hearth with a
built-in stowaway spot below
it for toss cushions that Can
. be used for extra seating.
Window Dressing
In another house, the conversation piece is provided by
window dressing.
The windows are covered
with red venetian blinds accented with black tapes. Instead of draperies or curtains,
windows, a r e outlined by
floral-printed panels pasted to
the walls that echo the design of a walloper used aa
----- —
adjacent wails.

wiTNESS-George
SInion a Miami Beach. Fla.,
accountant, tells the Senate
Rules Committee investigating outside activities of Bobby Baker that last April
Baker flew to the Dominican
Republic with a Las Vegas
gambler to look over hotel
properties for investment,
BAKER

Tippens. a Brentwood T •eri„.
walks to.
Insurance man
court In Chattanooga, Tenn.,
where he is one of the key
witnesses against Teamsters
President James Hoffa. Tippens allegedly was offered a
$10,000 bribe at Notre*,
in Nashville

Novel Lighting
- In a third room, the point
of conversation is provided by
lighting. . Instead of lamps,
ceiling fixtures are hung over
end tables. Also of interest
here are the end tables, sculptured with curving sides so
ofaL
like, against
the eo
ofuston
the
theyfit,c
arm
Whatever it is, every room
needs one novei touch, something that sets it apart and
makes it interestingly different from other settings,
something that maker It unmistakably Y-O-U!

20 YearsAgo This Week
Mrs
_Miss Lochie Fay Hart, 10 year old daughter of Mr and
of
sea.sion
1944
the
tor
Page
honorary
made
was
George Hart.
B.
tilt. Kentucky Legislature Friday at Frankfort Hon W
Moser, Calloway Representative, made the reccitumendation

All•efienn or-alartlasriile
al lamp over • unique modern end
CEILING FIXTURE is used Instead of a cdnvention
it curves into the aide of the slim sofa.
table. The side Lf the table is rounded so that

limn the floor.
S. V. Foy, county agent, Fulton County, will take up his
Cities as county agent in Calloway February 15 Mr and Mrs.
roy and their four childrea, will move to Murray when housbig orconliadatiOn.a can. be obtained.
Mr. and Mrs. Thtimas Crider of Murray are the parents
Of a daughter, Margaret Ruth, born January 29, weighing

Late Editions
Are Now In
The Library

eight pounds four ounces.
Lt. Solon G. Hale, son of Mr and Mrs. Vernon Hale, is with
hear) cruiser patrol m the Pacific and has been gone about
two months. His fleet is a new one and is considered one of
the must powerful units that na, been put out.

a

30 Years Ago This Week

the•former Miss Luella Houston of Murray.

READ THE IlifiER'S CLASSIFIEDS

BLOOMING PLANTS
Chrysanthemums '3.50
'3.50 & '4.50

Azaleas

1.50 up

Hyacinths
Geraniums
a
-We Grow Our Own-

SHIRLEY FLORIST
tile

Nlo ilth Street

rho,.

•
4I

'2.00

coin's phikeuphy of faith in human caternent
"The Surnmer of the Falcon- by
possibility
Jean George Is a story for young
"Raaaal" by Sterling North well renders about • sparrow hawk arid
appeal to readers of all ages with its 13-year-old owner. June As
its true experier.ce adventure& of two yOtinig oreeiturec, come of age in
an elesen-year-odel boy and Ina pet this unusual gory, readers wilt reraccoon This warrn and nostalgic
story reveals a motherless buy's,
life in • midweet town and a most
oaptrianiat tirt

LEDGER a TIMES FILE
Purdom Outland. well-known young tobacconist, has
fieen acting as•auctioneer on the Paducah loose leaf market
Cur se% era! days.
Judge T R Jones, former County Judge and otiLstanding
Democratic leader in the county, was named chairman otsthe
Democratic party in Calloway at a meeting of the precinct
/3. B.'
'
eaptains called last night. He succeeds the late Dr.
Keys, who held the poesitiun for about 13 years.
' Dean A. B Austin has been. named chairman of the Mayfield Diatrict of, the Western Kentucky Scout Area, It was
announced Friday by Scout Executive Roy Manchester.
Dr Robert E. Beddoe of Dallas, Texas, hats been re.
klipointed. by the Foreign Missionary Board at the Southern
baptist Convention, t• resume his work in China. His wife is

STAY THE EVIL HAND!

The Venetian Affair- bs. Helen
"Desert Water" by Victoria Lin, is her new novel of in'
McInnes
coln is a work of short stones woh
armor In ibternavonal politics conpoetry selecteme You sill find not- cernhw the elaborate plans for the
lea of love, hope and optimism writ- raia,-ii,ation of a world leader Woi ten with keen insight in Mao Lin- en from the very stuff of current

CENTENNIAL SCRAPBOOK
Pictures
The War for the Union 1861-65 in

The term "Struck a slag"
I entered commonpiar. Ameriat, :-,ppl
can speech through 19th century
along the Ohio,
Valley parlance. Newepapers
Missouri. anti tributaries in the
y had
Thirties, Forties an71, Fifties recurrentl
steamer
such melancholy items as, "A
bead."
snagged and-Went clown on Yazoo
in high
One story told of a happening
up the
waters during a mid-want,r thaw
?nagged and Ohio: "Twenty-four boats were
by other
five were destroyed by being struck
expected
boats." Consequently it was to be
waters sbouid
that a traveler on weatem

.1cognize some of their two I,
ring feelings about maturio
author is an outstanding intim-Ate
and with her hibbirgi hen won many
honors in that field of entine
articles are frequenUy seen
The
in popular magianes

Murray Lumber Co., Inc.
OLDEST AND LARGEST LUMBER CO. IN MURRAY
104 East Maple St
Tel. 753-3161

EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL

hilatory, this story offers aoberrng
thought as well as romance and ex-

•

381
No.

•

2 60.
Ian : Nancy Baker. 30:
Blikater neibrey, 2 56: Melanie Boy4,
30; Steve Brown. 2.7a; Ann Dunaway. 3.0; Sylvia Hall. 2.75: Al
Heck. 2.75; Roger Melton. 2.50: Dan
Mateo $0.: Laura Mass. 3.0: Theresa Rer4g, Val:. Howard Russell, 2.56:
Linda Ryan, 2.80; Cleorxe Scott,
2.56: Susan Teaseneer. 280
8th Grade:, Beth Mankenehip,
.Pan cooper. 289: LLnda Dar-.
hell. 267: Steve Hamrick. 2.89:
Richard Hornaliy. 2.64: Adis Sue
Hutson. 2.89; Eteierly f'nertiall, 289;
Barbara Whyne. 2.67: Linda Willoughby. 2.75.

-Ariz),
KANSAS CITY, Mo. — Sen. Barry M. Goldwater (R.
e:
repeating Ills -criticism that U.S. missiles are unreliaiil
Air
"I'm not alone in this The generals of the Strategic
Ciimmand arid scientists are in doubt about them."

Tent Years Ago Today

.•
• •• • • • • •

SATURDAY — FEBRUARY 1, 1964

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

when
HOUSTON — Evangelist Billy Graham's comment
an presidenasked about reports he would accept a Republic
tial draft:
-This is the firet I've heard about that."

a.

4

.•• • • •

•
• II •SA 6 •••
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•
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our steamer
write home, 'Paseengent on
grating
shuddered with horror at every snag
iinst her hulL"
streams by
Snags were trees blown into
spring floods,
winter winds or uprooted In
or erosive
and swept dowa stream to bends
stuck in the
!shifts in channels, to become
surface, and
muddy bed, often below the
wooden,hulis
grate or gash like knives the
d and
of steamboats. The most experience
sure where a
astute pilot could never be
since • previous
snag hadn't been embedded
stern or
passage. The force given to the
engines
aidewheelers by the thrust of their
inside the damage more serious than It had been to slow
flatbonta, sailing craft of
earlier dark
Henry M. Shreve, an Inventive river captain from
Ohio who did much to improve the steamboat and was
sueceieful in overcoming natural difficulties to the opening of the Red River of the
South to steam navigation,
devised a snag-removal craft.
Confederatml deliberately
placed snags in river: as ob.1tacies to Union warships
and transports.
--CLARK RINNAIRD
(leering large, protruda Mississippi
ing mum fr
tritintar)• by chopping, ika‘%ing and dragging. Snagisomi
sometimes came In handy as
fuel furs boars engines, hot
so host crew sins eager to
gel fuel this hard way.

HOUR 5 ERVICElliallinfaillinallp

DRY
CLEANING

OFFER!

1

Offer Good Monday, Feb. 3rd, Thru Thursday, Feb. 6th
Ladies or Men's - 2-Piece

rr
PkinU
xS
O

c
x
rn

ITS

DRESSES

Cu
Each
cal

* ALL WORK GUARANTEED *
• Never An Extra Charge For One Hour Service •

ONE HOUR
MARTINIZING
,

East Side of The Siquare

ONE HOUR SERVICE

0

•

MARY 1, 1964

SATURDAY — FEBRUARY 1, 1984

Callniety County moved into an
early lead last night to come out on
top of a hard fought game with
Trigg County 59-48 Calloway held a
lead of 18-12 in the first quarter
then went on to a 25-17 halfeine
score.
The Lakers put on the heat in
Ike second half and went to a 43-29
lead in the third quarter Coich
Houle Crittenden need all his reseries when it was obvious the game
was iced for the night
Sammy Housden poured through
26 points for the takers and Junnue
Lamb hit for M points.
Kenny Rodgers was high for Trigg
with 15 with Billy Walker adding
11 to the Trigg effort
ksaloway County __ 18 25 43 59
i'
12 17 29 48
erigg Ceivnt!,;,
('alloway County 159)
licemden 26. Brame, Watson, Patterson 4. Joe.eph, Crick 4. Hatt,
Miller 2, Lomb M. SheerTrigg County 511)
Swills 8, Breigee, Henderson 2
Graham 6. Rogers 15, Walker 11,
Cuniunghnin 4, Burough.

II
ould have a
piece. What

N.,

I that's dif.
L4 bordering

or example,
arth with a
spot below
ns that can
seating.

amtiismnw.

U of 1. Will Meet
DePaul Tonight
Trying for Upset

liakers Down
Trigg Here
Last Night

wallpaper
lan blind&

PA:

it?
TIII LEDGER is TIMIS — MURRAY. ICINTV

of 13 games and tanked No. 12 in
this week's UPI ratings, is in exclusive company. The only other major
unbeaten team is top-ranked UCLA
Loulnetne's chances of an upset
at Chicago tonight were enhanced
considerably this week when De Paul
day.
flashy forward. Emmette
The Cards are aiming to tag De lost its
due to an ankle injury.
Bryant.
basfirst
its
with
University
Paul
While Ihtusvale should be up for
ketball defeat this season when they
game with De Paul. Bellarmine
the
DemBlue
Meyer's
Ray
Coach
1.`at
understandably could be down
ons in Chicago. De Paul, winner quite
tonight after its supreme effort on
Wednesday, when Louisville had to
close with a rush to beat the Knights
78-70
Should the Knights have a relapse tonight from the Louisville
battle it would cost them a chance
for revenge against Indiana Central.
The Hooesers beat Bellarmine earlier this season before coach Alex
Oroza's quintet forged a nine-gewne
winning streak
After a week of relatively light
It's easy to bay Savings Bonds on Ms
Most of us think about the future in
by United Press International
aotton. most ICentucky college teams
terms of paying off the mortgage,
Payroll Plan where you work. A $50
Trained:op may be in danger of
return to battle tonight The Lhgeducating the children, providing a
Bond costa $37.50, a $25 Bond 218.75,
falling from its perch atop the
varsity of Kentucky i.e at Florida
retirement income.
Stillabowae
Southeastern Conference tonight.
and you can buy them in installments
PROUD OF HIS BIG NEPHEW -Big. 6-foot-5 Dave
for an important Southeastern Con,But with the world the way it is
(Continued From Page 11
The Vole don't appear to be in femme tussle as the Wildcats bid
for only a few dollars a pay day. Or buy
holds his uncle, Evert Steilaboeer, 4 years old and 3 feet telt
today, it's almost impossible to make
prived of freedom and the right of
much danger on the face of it, even to stay in contention for the SW
In Columbus, Ind. Evert is a regular spectator at Colamase
them outright at any bank. No charge
see
plans for your own future without
self detentunation
though they're on the road Their crown.
High School basketball games Notice the message on
for the service.
your
counthe
of
future
considering
"Cuba itself Ls a base for subopponent is a Georgia learn that
ticket, "I am 43's uncle."
Two Ohio Valley Conference flee
try, too.
version and sabotage against all of
Buy Series I Bonds for growth,
has managed but six wins in 16 are on tap: fgaeUx-n Kentucky at
When you buy U. S. Savings
Latin America. but the impact of
game:
Series H for current Income.
Tennessee Tech and Middle TenBonds, your money takes on both
Cuba extends even beyond the WesBut its the last two Georgia wins nessee Tech and Middle Tennessee
jobs. It grows to build your financial
tern Hemisphere
that are making Tennessee jittery. at Morehead. Eastern needs to beat
Some nice things about
strength.
-Cuban arms have been shipped to
The Bulldogs have walloped South 'Tech to stay in front in the conSeries E Sends
two
time,
it
At
Tech,
Uncle
helps
the
same
Virginia
Algeria It has been reported that
and
Cnnoilria
• You get 331
3% more money
,
tes-enae race. The Maroons are 3-1
and
our
over
peace
watch
Sam
..have
to
seem
and
teams,
"hey have been reported from there
ted
.
reispse
when they Restart
In the OVC. Tech is 4-2
security.
other
in
revolutions
unit.
You
can
•
defer
the tax on accuprolific
Cerement
a
to
welded into
Villa Madonna shoots for its secmulated interest until the Etooda
Why not give your savings dollars
parts of Africa.- he said.
Some of the other elite teams of
it
as
days
ond victory In as many
are cashed
this double assignment? You'll be
"However, one of the moat serious
slx more the SW also are on the-road tonight
FRANKFORT, Ky. (Special, - A have been completed and
• You can get your money when
moves over to Berea after outlasting
Joining millions of American families
consequences of Cuba may well be
and could face trouble
underway
to
chancre
lire
you need it
more
has
overtime
an
feshermen
Cumberland 88-82 in
who are investing in their country's
the unpaet It hais had cm our leadNanonally - fifth ranked Vander• Your Roads are replaced free if
Then there's the Chain of Lakes
catch a (treater variety of fah in
night. Another Kentucky In'Friday
feel
probably
you'll
—
and
future
of
that
Bay
the
team
at
failure
erehap The
lost, destroyed, or stoles'
highway fills bilt takes on an Auburn
Kentucky than in any other state Program under which
terocdiegiate Athletic Oonference
pretty good about it.
Pigs. the vacillation following the
impound waters, and is pesky - if not downright inhosThat Is the opinion of the Fishery are utilinni to
sends Traneyivarda to Pikegame
and
1962
thecontinued
court.
crisis of
already has created pitable -- on its home
boys of the Dereirtment of Fish and this program
ville Union and Georgetown are
Bonet presence in Cuba have diefishing waters Kentucky could trip, in its corneoutside tile oonferenoe,
Wildlife Ressurcee and that view many acres of new
soheduled
SEC
early
heartened our friends'
ck flight from two
to be sure, are
also by bust ut_PIIJAM Not ta_Ae,v_loolted.
at-hosessagyshost-Sta.0inuide
Froriarriettorl =Ain
ete tee edeltreennubiar-eitnation
'MIR
00I)
13,
approxirraiLe6
favorite
the
whone
worneri
nienalai
of Ohio and Georgeteirm at Hangrave challenge" which the Unirunning water within the confines ornery crew in its own peed
pasurne is retelling feet
over. Ind
Georgia Tech gala to Alabama
SO
•
ted States failed to meet during the
di the Ourranoinvealth where variety
Reasons back of this assertion fishing is careened and the 54)000 where it often finds a hot reap'beetle crams.
Among the independents. KenTi. CA. ar.iww.“ Arra .rt se, for tato stlyorti000teat. Ti. Treasury Deportwhich
of
least
the
not
are many
Rockefeller allied for:
, for Lion
tucky Wesleyan entertains Wabash.
esAt llama* Tao •atorrtiory Coartril soul CAW swamp..for Moir patriot. oupport.
farm tends a hich are mecca.
--Renewal of all Soviet troops and Is the fact that Kentucky hew eight local and farm family fishing right
Other SEC games toraght have Ind Kentucky State puts a sevenU
S
The
by
ornstructed
State and game winning streak -OKI the line at
major lakes
,from Cuba
IR eagx)rx
In the back doors of many Ken- Mtssissappi is Louneana
Meths? Cuban sponsored Com- Corps. of Engineers and TVA AS well t w inane
Meeneseppi State st. Tutarie. swap- Frankfort against Central State of
the
are
These
industry
munist subvention sabotage a n d as prente
Add to thaw facts the story of ping opponents from Friday night Ohio, Campbellsville is host to
guerrilla warfare against other Lat- old stand-bys - - Dale Hollow. Curn- the abundant supply of many aliriaThe only action Fricke night saw Knox alter losing to the soldiers on
DeHerrington.
beeland. Kenniehy.
in American countries
ties of fish: the aooessibinty of the Ole Mies dump Tuition 81-74 behind Monday, and Centre visite DePauw.
and
Buckhorn
--(awing the people of Cuba the Wey. Rough River.
favorite fishing spots and the fine the 38-point effort of DOlnilW-K8adechance to freely choose their type of Noim A building and ready for fish- job of management carried out by Anger. and IBU turned back Maalthough
immediately,
ing almost
wyovernment
the Divimon of Ftsherles arxi It can taseappt State 87-71 on center Bel
the final ournplenon dates have not readily be understorel why Kentucky wdron's 36 points and 15 rebounds.
Bartettrantic
yet been reached are
The Ices was Tulane's 15th in a
SNOW ROLLER PROPOSED
offers the finest vartet y fishing of
Kentucky Lake where
LOUISVILLE Tit - Loubwillian ley alongside
any state in the soistheastern United row and sixth in SEC play Bob
be
water
will
of
Wilson ied , the Greenies with 30
Paul Meyer wants to roll the snow • good amount
Sta tee
by early spring: Barren
In the past few years rnany miles pons and 22 rebounds Misusuppi
right out of town the next time it impounded
lakes
These
FINittrap
of water ?suitable for trout have State concentrated on stopping high
falls here. Meyer showed city of- No 2 ki.tod
m fietung. but noneficials his idea for a huge roller °fee specialties,
been discovered and these small soortng Dick Miele who thwarted
every
contain about
with cleans attached to pram the tin leas they
streams have, been stocked with the the effort by feeding to Wilson.
to Kentucky.
nunbows Year 'round fishing Is of- laSUes 6-8 pivounen,
snow (tem. tear up the oempreseied species of fish teuve
Thin, to augment this valet acre- fered in these %mere
stuff to give cars traction, and also
And twee for the fishes:
Omit, sand or cinder the streets age of water, there are the stateand then when the water frettes
Kentucky is known as the buts over, a great segment of Kentucky
Meyer said his snow roller would ow mei lakes scattered throughout
compress seven inches of snow into Kentucky stocked and managed by capitol ef the world There's the fishermen are taking fish. by fishing
the year
the Department, and many of which largeincesh and snail/mouth; the through a hole in the ice
one.
Our bookkeeping section has Just informed us that during
are havens for vest thrruitte of local yellow bans and the white baai and
-- Pipeline Ls a 366 day • year pasorder to market
fishermen The abundant water la the Kentucky bass They're avail- time in Kentucky This year ft
FAIR RF.EFF:D UP
1963 Ryan Milk Company paid out an extra 129,030.17 in
Plans to con- further augmented by a new pro- able in Met about every bike and being leap year, they'll have an
LOUISVILLE 111
Ali-Jersey Milk.
strue a new $75 000 wing at the gram under Men Accelerated Pub- stream in Kentucky
added day in which to catch fish.
Kentucky Fair and Exposition Cen- lic Worta funds are matched by
Add to three the crappie crop, the
t/sr have been approved by the state State accents, and 11114Ct the direc09,030.17 by furnishing
and nhelicracker the freshIn other words, we could have "sated"
Fair Board The wing would be used tion of the Department of Fish and blueedi
the cat!Leh: the
and
drum
water
are
lake's
new
Resources,,
Wildlife
numto house the ever-incremeng
surrounding area.
buffalo and the redhorse and the
ordinary milk to our fine customers in Murray and the
Ilser of junior cattle entries at the being constructed. lb date, under
Socked nick-fish. a
experidentally
lakes
,
.
new
two
program,
the,
new
annual event.
salt-water white bass that gives
extra
promise of adapterm itself to KenBit handling ordinary milk we could have eliminated certain
nicky waters and you have a well
amount
roweled family of feel the like of
procurement handling and administration cost Waling the above
which no other state may boast.
by United Press International
The University of Louisville Cardinals will play the game tonight
they probably were tenting ahead
to when they nearly got ambushed
by upstart Bellarmine on Wednes-

Tennessee May
Be In Danger
Of Losing Lead

Star-spangled savings plan

Cuba ...

Just Try And You'll Catch
Fish In Kentucky Waters
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What Price Quality?

Mindful Of Last Road Trip,UK
Invades Florida Tonight.

6 6 galled Ibinany K ron A Ini,se cerCIA• INEEIVILLE, Fla Aft
of the perils that befell them tain starters an' the conference's
on their keit road trip. the Keinucky leafing soarer. Ckattin Nash at cenWildcats tangle with a dangerous ter. forwsith Ted Deeken and Larry
'sleeper" in Florida, tortirrht in the Conley, sod guard Terry Mobley
Noah sports a 27-point average
fire half of a two-game basketball
and has a chance of becoming the
road swing.
Although rated a Southeastern conference's all-time seorivic champ
conference darthorne it bed. Flor- by the end of UNA St...Weil
et% still has a cherry to sneak off
• with the SEC title lf the league's
fnint-runrsers knock each other off
The Gators are right behind Ken•kucky in the SEC race with a 3-2
record The third-place 'Cats are
4-2'
Monday night. Kentucky goes to
Georgia for a regionally televised
game with the Bulldogs
Kentucky's Last read trip proved
drostrous as the Wildcats dioviosi
ronferenoe games to Georgia Tech
and Vanderbilt which put the (Sets
in the cellar right at the outset of
,the SEC chime
As in 111001t of their Raffle% this
•
eesunte Coach Adolph Rupp's Wildcats will be at a height disedvantage
against Florida.
The nation's fourth-ranked power must none with a 611 forward,
Richani Peek. and 677 forward apepropnately named Mont Highly.
However. the Gators' big runs are
62 guard Drunks Henderson with
an 18.3 average. end 64 forward
even
BMX TO CELL-Jack Ruby,
-.. opt:Mk Tomlinson averaging an
awaiting trial Feb. 17 In th•
18 points Tom Baxley. 5 10 guard.
killing of Lee Harvey Osrounds out the lineup.
wald. goes back to his cell in
Having had so much sweets with
Dallas, Tex.. after psychiathe zone defense In the last two
tric examinations. The findgames. Rupp may LIM It tonight to
ings will be announced at
offset Florida's height
the trial, said the proalOUtee.
If so. his lineup likely will include

op.)

•

to offer.
but we also would have had only an ordinary product

And' there's fishing of every type
In Kentucky,'You may oast the
artificial lures, you may jig finh
with nightcniwleri,. the garden
worm Ls azi excellent bait, minnows
take greet !trines of &brava all
species of fish There are favorite
ttmes of the year fa- the' use of
these various bens. but It fatherman
need not be Idle a mingle day in
Kentucky if Ng. is after fish
Even in muddy water he'll catch
the bhirk bass in the late winter
and early s-prilie All species go
wild in the spring. summer and -41aLl

StilOKEY SAYS
,

AlWays

cost
Quality requires, always, extra effort and extra cost. The extra
All-Jersey
in marketing All-Jersey Milk are substantial to be sure, but

us
superMilk is quality, the very best . . . a product with proven nutritional

to

iority.

r.:reak Matetles
In two! 28-7•Ikirot
'
11°

extra
All-Jersey Milk actually gives you more of the things you buy milk for, and the
exnutritional benefits enjoyed by you, our customers, are posible only through these
only in
tra handling cost. There is no other way we can give you the quality found
All-Jersey Milk.
GRADE "A" DIVISION
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"PLAY IT COOL" Bobby Vee

RYAN MILK CO. Inc.
ALL JERSE1
* EXTRA FLAVOR
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STENOS,IC
SECRETARIES

COAL MINERS TEACHERS
INDUSTRY STEEL
INSURANCE, RETAIL SALES, PRINTING AUTO
WORKERS
BROKERAGE GROCERY
(construction) also
Bureau. Bricklayers and electricians
in income in the past Of I tics and the Census
in 1949-59 decade.
than
years
tete
RETAIL UM people have made the greatest gains
past
the
in
more
zoomed. Pay has risen
Bureau of Labor Statisdecade, according to these pay statistics from the

BRICKLAYERS

DrRight from ihe Orient
By JOAN 0 SULLIVAN
that's quick, easy and very
GOMM? DINS=
NIONE of the mysteries of .
delicious.
LE
CHLNESE-STY
bafmore
is
i 'a the Orient
Soup"
EGG DROP SOUP
Drop
American
Egg
average
fling to the
Sweet and Sour Pork
6 c. chicken broth
than the how-to aspects of
Shrunp Chow 3fein
1 tbsp. cornstarch
:-taking Chinese food.
Sizzling Rice
2 tbsp. cold water
With its exot.c taste and
Salt and pepper to taste
unusual ingredients. it seems
The Egg Drop Soup Is
1 tbsp. sherry
teo complicated to contem- simple.
elete—exceig on a restaurant
2 eggs, slightly beaten
You start with chicken
menu—butn.bes is no longer broth (make it with bouillon
2 scallions, thinly sliced.
Heat broth to boiling.
the case.
cubes). Thicken it With corn
Mix cornstarch and water
starch, season, stir in eggs
For Home rue
to make smooth paste: add to
serve.
and
and
frozen
The advent of
stirring constantly
The next two entrees. Sweet hot broth,
an-Oriental
1 rn
canned Arne y
until blended and boiling.
Shrimp
and
Pork
Sour
icand
p
the
d
ge
foods have c
Add salt and pepper to
and
e mean any ine Chow Mein, come frezen
ture, for the
taste and stir in sherry.
followprepared
quickly
are
at
meals
can prepare Chinese
Bring to fast boil: slowly
ing package directions.
borne.
Its add beaten eggs, stirring conRice,
Sizzling
the
for
As
the
example.
or
Consider.
stantly. Turn off heat; conan offbeat recipe but one
foilowing menu.
tinue stirring 1 to 2 min., until eggs separate in shreds.
Add scallions. Serve at once.
Serves 4.
SI7ZLL•i0 RION
114 c. raw rice
lei S. water
1 tsp. melt
Fat for deep frying
-Curable* hea. water and salt
In Jelly roll pan, spreading
Dee so it covers pan.
Cover pan with aluminum
fed.
Bake in mod. oven. 350•3'..
for 30 into.
Remove foil. Continue baking 30 to 40 nun until rice is
dry and peels uff in a sheet.
Heat fat to 375 F. Break
rice sheet into 2-in. pieces.
Fry a few at a time in deep
fat uatil rice puffs up.
Serve with Shrimp Chow
Sheri.
SIZZ1.ING RICE garnishes a platter of Shriter Clese. Wit
Serves 4.
baked, pe..4.1 :ram pan .r. sheet, then it a de..p-fried.

Frozen Food Featured
For A Chinese Dinner

Zeta Department
Hears Talk By
Mrs. Afcl(enzie

SOCIAL CALENDAR
Mandan February led
The WSOS of the Bethel, Brooks
Memel, and Independence Methodist churches velli meet at the parsonage at 7 pm.
• • •
The Lottie Moon Circle of the
First Baptist Church WMS will
elect at the home of Mrs. Rudolph
Howard at 730 p.m.
•••
The Kathleen Jones Circle of the
First Baptist Ctiurch WMS will meet
at the home of Miss Lorene Swann
at 7:15 p.m.

Mrs Henry McKenzie was the
guest speaker at the meeting of the
Zeta Departtnent of the Murray
Won/awes Club held on Iburedery
evening at the club house.
"Women On the Move" was the
theme of the very intenteting and
indonnetive talk by Mrs. Remy McKenzie. She pointed out the piofrondity that women
writers arid
are now holding suet
poittacterts She had on display several books by vehnen writers.

The,Ruby Nene Hardy Circle of
the Fret Baptist Church WMS will.
meet at the home of Mrs. Toniner
Alexander at 7'30 p.m.
•• •

The speaker was introduced trl
Mrs Ed West. '.ice-chat/mire who
preaded tat the meeting.
During the social hour a &Win
course WHIS served by the hcatema
who were Mira. Vernon Stubblefield
Ji* . Mrs. Hulot Scott, Mrs. Robert
W Huge, Miss Louise Iamb, Mrs.
J E. Brunk. and Nem Vivian Hale.

X's.
Mrs. C. C. Lowry
Speaks At _District
Board Meeting

The Annie Armstrong Circle of
the letre Baptist Church VITMS will
meet at the home of Mrs. W. J.
Pierian at 7:30 p.m.
• • •

Tuesday, February ith
Group I of the First Cluishan
elm. 0. C. Lowry of Murray, third Church CWP will meet 'nth Mrs.
vice preseient of the Kentucky Fed- Eugene Scott at 2 30 pm.
eration of Women's Club, spoke on
•••
state soholarvihipt and the student
Group II of the First (lutetium
loan fund tiit. the board meeting of Church CWP will meet with Mrs.
the Fret District of the KleWC held Davy
at 2 30 pm.
In the private riming room of the
WednesPaducah
In
Inn
Tbe Oiedye McBradt Circle of Diplomat
Group IV of the First CtwtstIsin
the WMS ce Memorial Baptist day morning
Church CWF will meet Vale Mrs.
The Murray woman urged each Henry Holton at 930 am
Church heed ite recent meeting at
• • •
the home of Mrs Mastic ailingthri, club to help mew Peohle further
they educuttexi by tame tins fund
1400 Vine Street
The Austin School PTA will hews
staung that the fund provides cher- Open hoitse at the school at, 7 pen.
Prevadeng over the meeting wos eater Imre which are now available Refreshments will be served.
Circle Chairman. Mrs. Mary Alltrite The program reflecta, air mid the
• • •
The J,„„eye Lie:hetet ceres„f the
fere who eiveled the Meeting w1eh Owning Federataores dedication to
Thepniyernarnsprog.
community sereeoe and its interest, oteklie
Church will
Yte7eNe Mrs Joseph
I meet at ttrhon
em
l
. under*
e" clammed' Intent
the
bwiblega
eau 0 Peak at Mayfield bechela at 1 30 pm Members note
educlii"cin.—
meatapa piece. _
• Pr
' th• clunat.
ded snd gave
'
et Mrs- Dbesse.v.abee. vas aocaled F"
reeabay Thad
"Citizens of Two Weide". Others
Leilligtal.
Program were- Bers. Wilma 13t1on
The WOOS of the First 2.tetbodlat
Other reports were given by
wenn. mrs, Thynt crawined, sem
Beelnen, Mm David Carter, Church MU meet in the social bidl
wry mbrtmen. Ntrs 14,4,y warn_ W
at 10 •in. with the exec:one° board
and Mrs. Emile Lauber.
act.
Announcement was Mode of the meeting at 9.15 am.
• • •
Mang prayer was led by Mrs. music and art contest of Dlstrict
at
the
held
Eddyville
be
to
One
the
Murray Asembly No 19 Order of
Lots Elendemon, remembering
ditit-ins of the oonerntanity and sick. High School Saturday, February 29, Use Rainbow for Girls will meet at
am
10
at
the
the
meeting.
Meateruc Hall at 7 pm,
Others present for
• • •
ist noon luncheon was anted. The
but not previously UMW were: Mrs.
as
Club
served
Woman's
Paducah
DorMile
The
Delta Deportment of the
Pearl Melee Mrs. Lille
hat for the meeting.
Murray Woman's ctub eta meet of
am arid lira Lanni Jennie's.
• • •
the club house at 7 30 p.m. Hates-(Netreshments were served by the
we sill be Mesdames Illicit Wear,
hostess& a the dame of the meeting.
Menses Elba, W J. Gibson. George
• ••
Hart, lessees Prances* and Ruth Sexton.
• • •

Billington Home Is
Scene Of Gladys
McElrOM Meeting

China Itinr
CHINESE DINNNES featuree Ere Drop Soup. Sweet and
like.
Sour Pork and Shrimp Chow Mein with Sizzling

Missionary Groat,
Meets Al Home
Of Mrs. Lawson

•

Mrs Merritt lasers% opened her
haw for the meeting of the Missionary Auxiliary of the North Masan Grove Cumberland PresbyterCtitwch head On Weetnerriey at
eleven o'ciock In the morning
The devotion from Psalms 121 was
preireentecl by hers J n Robins:In
followed by prayer by Mrs W BI
Glover
A potluck luncheon was Nerved at
the noon hour followed by a business seadan In the afternoon
Thar meant were Mesdames
Keys Wells. Edwin Cain. Themes
Jame, Danny Menge Mx Crawford,
Paull Cu/mem:ham. Jess Wants, Delta
Grahaun Chratine Shermai James
'oilmen. Robinson, (310 v e r, and
laiwson
• ••

Faytemt Flom Pupil

• •

PERSONALS
Mr and Mrs. lan•y DeBois of
Lesevenworttr. Karma. anruhince
birth of a girt weighing seven
pounds fourteen ounces. born on
Thuredoe January 30, at a LeaVe0worth hotextal Mrs DuBoie is the
former Oberon Chambers. thulehinr
of Mrs Novella chambers and the
late Chester Chernbere Mr DuBois
is the sorreof Mr and Mrs. Jahn
Carr of leavetrworth. Kansa. Mn.
Taylor Crouse of Calloway County
Ls the material ItrrILL grandmother.
•

•

I

•

READ THE LEDfin
CLASSIFIED ADS

M.EatE.TISDALE•
CHIROPRACTOR
Hears: ,
014131
WW1 • Pa 5-12 N X4 P
MASONIC mon.
mime. ay.
Sum A Sal. SIX Ii., SIN 1-11 P.R.
GOLDIN abLa orrice
.-

FOP CORRECT
TIME nil '

••

TEMPERATURE

DAY OR NIGHT
RED auntopts and bride, the
former Alicia Pratt Pagan,
are cheek-to-cheek in New
York after their Municipal
Court chambers wadding. It
was the second marriage for
bride, 36, a women's clothing
buyer, and third for him, 44.

•
• %RI eIZIED NTRIPF.f4 d!st;ncutsb
E, ...Lit that haa bracelet-length sleirease
By SUSAN BARDEN
LAVISH •-• of &Per Icel.:
Leo.. the i.-sort and spring
collection of Itneosa of Paris.
T1.. forecast from this eel=
ver'y bright season
r-ior Range
ren,h styles, In Ind%
ffne, silky acetate
.• '1 fabrics, range from
to greens to blear to
;eew, with vivid red, navy,
black tones le7- •
azaoiNg the svIhts.

Ai

BEIGE KNIT forms hes outfit, Without
the pieket, the sheath can go to a dame.

Death, patterne.I knits, Mere ticirfzeintal Or vertical bends On
are toarit and white awl multi- 1-,,111,,,..ft; sweaters find !arketc The latter are in inspired
colored abstract motifs.
'Stripes and po'Jea dots point color combinations.
trp n.any of the new coa•unies, Yetethip-Duty icatimies
feats of the coett•imes are
the dots vary/totem sin and
double-diitli consisting of a
color as do the stripes.
one two-tone dress Is sheath worn with • Matching
tireaes
printed in lighter rein %lots hirket or mat.
from shoulder to mid-hip and are designed to be worn
the skirt is of solid navy. separately When sfesired.
of _ensemble
And istripes appear in every- . This t ip
thing from pin stripes a- promises to be a great favorite
stute and easembles to bold for spring. •

D/A/ 753-6363
COO
1'cia

PEOPLES RANK
I

si
law-

SCOTT DRUG
Will Be Open This Sunday
tor pow Brim Prowl**, siid sundry *Wei
lred•r
df woolknit features a Jacket
A REAUTIFULLY TAILORED navy and white pinstrfpe
With a notched collar and revers, three-buttOn cleans' and two hatch pockets. Slin% skirt.

WI VIITLL iNt &bib
'
Trim
MIN a.m. to
p.m. he bkirsii
••

•
•
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NOW YOU KNOW,
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By United Press International
Sating as a si3Ort began about
1860 in the Norwegian district of
Telemark and rapidly spread oil
over the Scandinavian pentsula, according to the Encyclopedia Etritannica.

•

'THE MIGHTY MIDGET

OQl

CALENDAR

3 73-'ROOM BRICK:WITH Utility
and carport, Plainview Acres. Available now. See by appointment. Call
tip
4.92-3055.

February 3rd
the Bethel, Broolot
Iependeeioe MethodLi meet at the par-

MODERN POUR ROOM Apartment.
Well insulated, electric heat. utility,
garage. Adults, no pets. Call 7531878.
1-113

. • •

loon Circle of the
ahurch WIL4 will
ne of Mrs. Rudolph
p.m.
, • •

4 ROOM FURNISHED Apartmeta.
for collie boys, Cull 753-3914. tic
2 13.E.DR4ofil FUILNISHED Apar tMeta For adult couple, no pets. Call
He
153-o108.

Jones Circle of the
Lurch WMS will meet
Mies Lorene Swan

WAI4111:.

el. Hardy Circle of
st Minh WMI3 will
Dine of Mrs. Toomey
730 p.m.
• ••
•

USED RUBBER TIRE WAGON and
corn planter for 3 point hitch. Call
Sip
753-6567.
SOMEONE 10 LI e WITH ME
and take care of small childrixi.
tic
753-6.583

Armsteong '
Aide filf
A Church WidS will
,ome of Mrs. W. J.
pm.

•

•

•

Cf.
February 4th
the First Chrisilen
will meet with Mrs.
▪ 2 30 p.m.
• • •

•

ardwIck Circle of the
Church will
=e3Tpif Mrs. Joseph
O pm. Members note

nibly No. 19 Order of
!or Girls mil meet at
[all at 7 pm.
• • •

•

•

Int Lorry Deflate of
Krussis. announce the9"
Olt WOW** seven
seri names. born an
nary 30. at a Leaven1 Mrs Duane is the
▪ Chambers. daughter
La Chambers and the
liambers Mr DuBois
„Mr and Mrs. John
envorth, Karaite. Mrs.
of Oelloway Cowley
el great grandmother.
•

•

•

Our company. nstlitnially known In the Retell Sales field, will epos
a Sale. °like it Murrsy. Ky., in the near future.
Openings (both full and part time/ are aalIable as follows:
mantiote and assume reASSISTANT MANACER:
sponeibiloy of store in lu doenee. %pins; helpful, should
be good with futures said office detail.

SALES t'LEItit: Female. enereetio alert and must enjoy melting.
SALESMAN: °mode-Inside Salesman of major a.ppluinces and
home furnishings. Salm experience desired. L11-1.e model car
necessary. $75 weekly pay minimum plus cor expense
SERVICEMEN: Experience or training in laundry equipment, and
Ref ngeration semoe.

Good starting pay with varying pay rates depeneem on skill required in the job. The 1111111fr. Am pay is $1 25 sit hour with an
excellent employe benefit program and .ipporturuty to advance.
alf you are between 20 and 40 years of ace and meet the above
qualifications we invite you to apply. Representatives will be It the
City Hall building to conduct interviews Monday through Wean day. Feb. 3rd through Feb. 5th. between the hours of 9'A.M. and
5 P.M.

HE LENER'S
ilFIED ADS

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1.-The ones
here
(-I rant
11•11r)slosil
tz-iiaereast
• 14-1w iv,. h
ankle
15 1.1er.m1
it• Note rif•oralti
111- A
revt
heing
Kt- lersemeat
It- heact elm
22-11. nue of
maple.
II ....hie at
morlegs
h.l"roil of pine
zi-r•riesennis

'•OPRACTOR
Dial 4374111
• PK 12 N 24p.
111.
EAssent. ay.
9 II R., Sus 14 PIK
CO Itrt I011171CS”

1011 conteT G

TIME mI
TEMPERATURE

Atnetlean
•olmale
in. velum. bugle
Si -so u Item
14111,1.1.1rd
22-!Menne!

AY OR NIGHT

753-6363

in- 'emit valley
•
anose
•
•IPh

it

r
4-114110foor rord
45- Viols.'
411•I'hiriese mlle
47- Rnimmt oak
for ton Ma A,
411-roollot hive
Se-WrIoler
R2-1.•11•rfrittors
S4 rmile
11-1.1Onot
roue*.
DOWN
1-limmot fop
tr.*.
2-elrye,s ne
3.1'Hr:fere
mentime

AS RANK

et
'MY. Ky.
beam

UG
Sunday

4- teis's:kens
I-f Ivanhoe
4-SerlAble
7-f*ry
11-01,1 ()Not.)
9-14panlah
•reele
irt.rilm formed
OU Copper

-F.olrestles
13 1'errnoades
IS- Macaw
19-f O.niinead
stol•hte
•21-1 one chosen
to run for
ofTlre
22-1nnlr-snla
Amore show
2.5•5% a terway
27- Pal.
I,.Malay.
glbtain
32•1:1rEs mime
22-1,Iverolfhid
31-1.11
etrorture•

Answer to Yesterd•v • Port'.

111
1
LI= MI

OFF!!

41VER
I
LINE MAIN Mtt' I iFE:I l..C;EX

7;
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(-;1',

WAIT Ch.4
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a

664

KNEW I
5)MA* FAIL7.5!
NEVER FEli SO
Matta

wo,NETE2

•
is'
tiall31%
-
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-•

by Don Shetwood

DAN FILAGO

(m 421
•
•

Ati
1/
.
Li;evRE,5FE
OiR FELLOW

1.15

A
4EIL
'D HAD
7 ,Are
IFE
6

DON'T `LIU ReAll2E,1
YAWN, WHAT A
Re: YOU TOOK?! '

HAD I WASTED
TIME WITH A
VELMERATE AIM,
1i415 MANI WOULD
HAVE MORt
THAN A F:W
1,f
.1CRATOE5.,

1 4,
.1Z
11111

••
-•P
11111
HE
AT °96EP
ilYELT
mA
/L•

DRA:11.0u/

11158 RCA CONSOLE TV 21 screen.
picture tote guaranteed. Excellent
14p
concution. Call 75.1-4.'-.V.
1953 GMC PICKUP TRUCK. Price
1..9a 00. k)d Greetifield. Phone 7113f4c
3746.
1954 PACEMAKER.HOUSE 'I railer,
8 s34. ueal condition Call 753-6612
eller 5:00 p.m. or on %elands, Una

(

f.

LOST & FOUND

LOST BLACK MALE CAT since
Jan. 23. Childs pet. Call Danny
ftc
Terhune, 753-4464.

I

FINIS - Arthur Sch:esinger
Jr. tells leases-House Papeete erg lie is resigning as a special assistant to President
Johnson to return to his historian-author career He will
write a book about the late
'Ieselent Kennedy's White
House years.

ARE
RidetT, SERGEANT
GLOCOtfR' I WAS
FCOLNARIN.

14.

?1,105E
SHOTS ARE
SOUNV TO HAVE
VEEN MARC,BY

TIE 1,0,045!

HMG
MUSCULAR

Pk

DYSTROPHY

g

my

NANCY

THE BOOK -FOUR DAYS", publishnd by the United Perm International - American Heritage Is now
saukaale at the Ledger and Tunes.
This harticoser book Is being made
avail...bk for there who would like
to keep vette historical mileninto of
the itaaeamistion of Preddent John
Ktioualy The baulk tied SUM eadl.

Ernie Bushmiller

•//
Oft/s•ivi.i/Aezia-

\
IRMA WA NTS-0
ME TO GO THE MOVIES
WITH HER

WHAT DID
YOU SAY
I SHOULD
TRY 2

SHE
SAYS
NO

finic

•

S 1
RUBBER

000

•

by Raeburn Van Bares

ABBIE AN' SLATS

1010

--- IT'S WHAT MAGENTA SAYS

I WONGER WHAT FoLKS
ARE GOING 70 SAY WHEN
THE/ SEE ME DRESSE
UP LIKE THIS;

WHEN SHE SEES 0088S DRESSED
UP THAT WAY. AND VolAT LESLIE
/
,
SA4g WHEN NB IS CONFRONTED
BY THE NeW SUE e"

1r4M!

•Art-

.

r

I CAN'T STAND IT ANY
LAMM!!CAN'T STAND IT.

-

1e62 law TitACIOR. Recently
.
ovcria.ultd. 5 bush him's and grader'
13p

LIAILA

LE E.T1SOALE e

Ad6N! 11R1 IT

ka.a.oittic STOVE. SILL Cheap.
12c
Caul after 0 Pm., 153--4re6.

Made lo Order

Confidential Interviews arranged by request.
•

by Charles M. Schub

:t
,5•,
4r. • • •-•••.

road unix inirria Grose. 8 room
house, excellent stock barn, 3 tobacLo kerns, p.enty of stock Water, 3
acres dark tobacco, 2 air cured, .26
burley, 25-acre corn baae, 90 loots
crop land. Catucte L. Miller Real
Estate, /emote FL 3-506.4, PL 3-3u5e,
flc
mer Itexae Drug.

end

Triuning will be presided at company expense Only residents of
Murray or nearby conanunalee will be considered.

•

BUS FLIPS OVER--All THE WAY OVER - Eight
members of the Kansas City Philharmonic Orchestra acre
Injured and hospitalized after their chartered bus skidded
off a snowy highway near Dayton. Wash and did a 360degree flip back onto Its wheels

PEANUT&S

LARGE EASY CHAIR, FOAM rubber cushion. Excellent condiaan.
Twin metal bed. springs and clean PURE BEE HONEY FROM Wild
autterees Priced to sell Telephone piants, la rats. Greene Wilson. 753f3nc
fly 3536.
753-1996.

TELEPHONE: CLERK: Female, must hair pleusant voice and be
quick and accurate with figures

SONALS

•

pan.

CREDIT CLERK: Fnnele. expermnce or schooling in typing
bookkeeping required.

• •

CHARTERED

•

HOUSE TRAILER

Retait-SalesPositions IN
Murray, Kentucky

if the First Methodist
eet in the accual
a the executive board
5 Lin.
• • •

Depertrnent of the
n*8 Club we meet M
• at 7 30 pm. Hones- madames Elliott Weer,
W J. °Moon, Geonre
arxl and Ruth Sem-

Ile
a

WANT ADS WORK

FOR SALE

WAN'l ED TO DO HOUSE WORK
In home Mrs. Ptwgy DowileY• Call
17 SOUP
BARBIelt AND .
12p
435-41)21 alter 4:00 p.m.
equipment. 10 dryers. 9 le tio.ulic
elia.r, 11bo_ons, 3.1.1 iiista.ient
conuition. alay iic seen at 2.16 LindTELP WANTED
sey Drive. Hopkinvoile, Ky, or call
fig
aiter 6 Ism. et5-3935.
BUSY FULLER BRUSH MAN needs
._
_
_
•
2 men or women to waist ut Pane
locally (aix necao.ary Mull $25 to 1P33 S1 t.11.-2.MAE2R DOLIPE. EFIL
$40 weekly in your spare time. Write at it to. i utea..
r Pavia 15..-3416 alter
Box 7E2. klayeeld, Ky. Phone 247- 11'

WANTED WOMAN. NEAT IN Appearance soh car and %thing to
work %all one iii die Matting cote
recta: firms Mrs Jiunta Puckett,
f3c
R. 2. Hazel, Ky. 411 354Y1.

3ctkee PTA will have
the school at 7 phi.
will Si- served.
•• •

NICE 3 BEDROOM BRICK House
located on Meadow Lane. Has large
Wring mount with wall to wall carpeting dining area, lit.chen,s
ce.rport, overhead storage, fully in&wilted, electric /usu., city aster,

The Family of Mrs. Ira Latsiiter
expreas their thanks and appreciation for the kindness and sympathy
of our Int.:ins and neighbors during
the dine., and death of my wife
and our mother. We will be forever
seeerage, 413.500.
A NICE 1 BEDROOM BRICK South grateful for the floral offerings,
, o this Louse is food, singers, and acts of kindness.
ltith St. Lot 100 ic....t)
VoCiellt, could have mune:Late pots-1 May God bless each of you is out'
sermon, can be bougnt no down, prayer.
payment (3.1. loan Immuitun of
Ira Laos/ter and Children
$400.00 uttwn F HA plus Queer* cube
Itp
512.7110.
RICHARDSON
WE HAVE A VERY 0001) Selection of Mulcting lots in [MUSA Sal of
toe better SUNilivitiltilab in Murray.
The iota range in price from 512th)
to 14500, range in sae Irian o5 to
'56 MODEL
150' frontage. before you buy your
BLUE AND WHITE
home or kit let us snow you our
38, 2-BEDK4)OM
selection. We always have a nice
Phone Day 753-1272
Sciel:1-1011to choose from. We are
Night 435-4.512
sole to ofLiar you the beet type of
1116We:dee
iteibEktiS REALTY, 505 Main St.
CARPELS A Elt1011T? Make than Pieatie '653-1061.
flc
ht with Blue Lustre.
C be:ALAI:Iil
Rent eleetac saimpouer $1 Crass
tic led ACRE FARM ON BLACKTOP
Furniture.

-J
NICE THREE BEDROOM HOME.
Ilea den, carport, wall to wall carpet,
two bathrooms. A ir conditioned,
electric Mat. Electric range, garbage
disposal, drapes. Per appointment
tit
call 753-1893 or 753-4707.
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SAC -DEAD"-Edward

Striegel (above) of Boise, Id.. Is
the owner-president of the
telephone company
small
which unplugged commualcetions to two Strategic Air
Command missile sites. The
company claims a construction bill wasn't paid.
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Ana
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.l1RIEMHEI1 but I don't attend as regularly as
he elnee He wuuldni miss a seaonce
for anything Now. what kind of
religion do you call than?
NO NAME PLEASE
DEAR l'CO NAME: Your brother
may he exposed to religion. and
even preach It. but he Isn't practicing It. It's difficult to beleeve that
a man who is as familiar with the
word of the Lord could behave se
inhumanely to any of God's creatures. I think he needs to have his
head eointhied

Dear Abby ...

Spectacutpr Washer-Dryer

To Those In Doubt

BARGAIN

1bigai1 Van Isuren ,

•

oymnnoolevenOoNareellIf

•

•

142.1111111111.1.11111M•BIBMIMM .
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journalist' ployeee who, though uninvited to. Get it off your chest For a perre
,
porrable for writang the truth dtd the eedcLng, gave the boss claugh- soma unpublished reply. write to
yce do a competent research job tel a gift His reasons for not con- ABBY. Box 3365, Beverly Hills. Calif
before giving credit 'to the Houston i forming were' valid. and his name; Enclose a stamped. self-addressed
Police Department for -Ten Easy' could have been added purposely envelope
• • •
either to make him cOnfOrT11 beRules Poe Rassuig. A DeJanquent2?
come a conspicuous nenconfon•rtist
SinCerely" yours.
Hate to write letters' Send one
In the eyes ef his beee or live a he
MINISTER.
dollar to ABBY. Box 3365. Beverly
PHILLIPSDURG KANSAS among his eloociates Your reply
Hills. Calif for Abby s new booklet,
M.' dear Reverend: The Item In dictates that he should allow him'HOW TO WRITE LETTERS FOR
question was sent to me by a Chi- self to be tricked into donating to
ALL 06CASIONS"
eago reader.
rediting the Houston something he believes to be incor• • •
Police Department with author•hip, rect or to expose hunee:f to a poten- I
Relieving that people are honest tiallY eintietlie suPerlor I feel bet
ontil pried otherwise. I ran it should be defended and commended'
%erhatim
Including the credit
My
°re who added '
re- name
to, the bat kick in eith the nee
primary
purpose in using the item
was le share it with mi readers. buck&
TFI) FkRABEE
not to applaud the author
I have
ABBY:
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heard

Ax

from

?I

to A different sour -C. If the Houston
Police Department did
'
not originate
them
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hope
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real

forward, make

And
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am
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1 1
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of
not

DEAR

readers. each
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step

an

will
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now

I iR %RUE:

MR
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know for la hich newspaper you
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must
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I

thank
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missed

was
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better.

host.

and

1

• • •

appropriate

al,

oe.iole

end

to

iirid
no.riod

the

whose : -There
Amount

of

accomplish

in

good

this

DEAR. ABBY

to be a lellgtotis

He

SHE'S 2b—Th If the 'peels!
Jan. 31 birthday portrait of
The Netherlands' Crown
Princess Beatrix, daughter
of Queen Juliana and Prince
Bernhard She is unmarried
and is not seen in company
of any regular escort
•
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SALE

SING ALONG—Singing -freedom- songs, a Negro demonKlux Klansman to -fang along"
as the Klan pickets an Integrated hoteletn Atlanta Ga. Later
the Klansmen picketed the Negro pickeLe who were picketing a segregated restaurant.

Washer Only

$16995

strator ins ites a robed Ku

T.V.A.Weekly Letter

thought to me reply,

Admit

sour

AUTOMATIC WASHER & DRYER

.ylthough I have

hut the% are luck%

• great deal if

deal
work,

My brother claimsJ
Mall, but when he
world it
cared et ho got the does his chores .he is a farmer.
he bean he- artunaLs so unmercifulcredit
%BIG AIL VAN BURIN
lt it would make rou-sicit to watch
I hurs I sew him club a poor old cow
Respectfully yours,
so bad ow day I actually cried for
• • •
her Another Um' I saw lain luck
nee bone' calf halfway acme, the
DEAR ABBY I ant a newepaper a rn
for no reJoon
an
also
at
compeator and rout column comes
kicked
a
ptg
n.
the
mouth
until
it
to rnv attentron frequentlY I artelf hied .met
he,..imse it motidrot. soot
-‘1111 "tir athlee-1"°911 °E. the
until he had put all the food in
An exception being Y'OUr
"' the trough !his alone brother can
the Man whose native was erroneous- quote pm...
loots from the &pie as
It included with the hat of eta- good as any preacher I go to church.
is

General'Electric's Laundry Twins

a

In an effort to increase the commercial flab harvest in Tennessee
Valley :ekes. TVA Molten-see are
eoncentrating this fiscal year on
testmir new fistulae gear and seeirchute for industrun fish markets
C J Chalice, chief of the agency's Ptah and Wildlife Branch.
ass's that the present annual 3.000-ton harvest of rough ftsh could
be aafely increased to 30.000 tons
"Our inventories of TVA reservoirs
show a total rough-fish populetion
of about 61.000 Done At present
harvesting rates, much of this reoeirce as going to- waste"
He points out that there are
about three pounds of tour& fish
In Ti.'A lakes for every pound of
game fish oOne of the best ways
to increase the proportion of game
fish is to make more of the desirable hirme apace sioable iii
them by reducing the rough fish.he mid
The non-Clime r,41 being hervested now are those. desired by
rentauranta and teed- martets- petmanly catfish. doetil, buffalo. carp.
and paddlefish
Come other specie' sect ns shad
gar redhorse, and suckers have little or nri demand in those marten
and are not harvested However
inquiries addressed to over 50 livepet feed manufacturer
ilidek and
and fertilleer producers indicit,
that other markets are avat!ablt
for -these fish if theY are suptthed
In Iruve enough- quantities-1nd if
dependable sources of supply are
deveioprd
Ttiss will require more /efflicter.t
Tatung gear Chance *aid TVA and
state crannies are invest-teat-me puree
settles !reale. trap nets and re..her
equipment that hos been eliewheo
In' commercial fiehermen but race
in the Teinneriare Valley

Dryer Only

to capture schooling fish like etuid
Chance pointed out that commerrial fietung is regulated by Hie
hal and game agenmea of the Val10tIN states, arid
that
oommencial
fwhermen are licensed and have to
abide by the rules. The states specify
'be types of gear that con be used
The gear is selective and takes cothmercial fish almost exciusively.

$12995
With Trade

DA 516Y

-fantod of fighting commercial
fteHnernen
Chance
sant. -the '
yport.enen ought to join them and I
edvocate a larger commeecial harvest There is just so much good
Inane sitace for fish, and rough fish
will take It over in many Marrs U
they aren't controlled The beet way
to control them us through coin- •
mercial fishing"

Special Limited Time Offer

Chance abaci pointed out that
ourrunercial frotthsz resrulatsons.vary'
In Alabama. Tennessee. and Ken- ,
lucky More uniformity might help
natelne thr fishing indt•ery and
o the moo, time Increase the 'her_
veil_ he mot
•

WASHER . . .

DRYER . . .

Completely automatic - big capacity - two
waah temperatures - powerful spray rinse big spiral activator - safety lid switch porcelain tub and ba.sket.

12-pound clothes capacity - highspeed drying system - variable time
dry control - safety start;switch fluff cycle.

NO MONEY 29WN! SPECIAL.TERMS FOR YE EMT!

G-E QUALITY! SPECTACULAR BARGAIN PRICE!

High-Speed
Electric Range
NO MONEY DOWN

One commercial fisherman, ft.'
example IP now tesung a mile long haul seine under etmtrset asraneernenta writ the Tinnease*
Game and • Tint, C.cinitnimon Pa
tar I* ?IMP beret toed tn Mettfr.
MI. Watts Bar. and Douglas reservoirs While the nerve., hau, not
been speotaruiar, mune have been
premising enough to warrant further testing

Regular low, low price
Pb

'14,9.95
‘Ihile
...V.ODEL J -299

Seines are expected to bemire
effective in Whim Hill when fish
In this new impoundment hove attained rommercial An" SpFIWT1 of
young fteh there this pan err was
trernendna,ss and areas of(-lean hole:en vrtable for seines wefe prepared and precsrely located before
%Mifflin Hill Lake was filled CAwn1-1117P teas** may aim be preduethe in thew cleared areas purse
seined would be used In own water
r••••

Cnoice of Colors

Last!

$128
WITH

TRADE

* All Porcelain - Inside and Out
* Giant 23-Inch Oven
* Removable Oven Door
* Pushbutton Controls
ronkton
.
* '"Nn-Drip"

* Ill-Speed Valrod

Units

QUANTITIES LIMITED — BETTER HURRY!

SPECIAL -- All New 21"
Sylvania or RCA Picture Tubes

War.

INSTALLED FOR
NEW GE TVs as law as
14 CU. FT. FROST-FREE REFRIGERATOR
ALL-CHANNEL ANTENNA (installed)

40.

BUCKED DOWN — Aubrey
Ftowells, 5S, looks a bit the
worse for wear In Wevoihitchka. Fla, after nixing an
argument with • befit deer.
The buck was nibbling at
welching In
freehly - hung
powelle back yard and when
Rewelis tried to scare it
away It didn't scare— P.nwella
did. Multiple lacerations of
face, arms, Shoulders.

$32.95
$99.95
$31600
$48.95

AZEL ELECTRIC %Ur
OWNED BY WILSON & SON

•••

PHONE 492-2016

